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UNB kicks up its heels
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is"What a band!" Burning Hemp impresses Scott Boyd

by René Ross 
Brunswickan News
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ikâschools,” said TV personality 
Scott Boyd.

Some of the quieter segments cafeteria, breakfasting students 
Students at UNB proved this of the morning show that aired found it difficult to clear their 
week that breakfast isn’t about from UNB included an inter- places. Some students who at- 
cereal anymore. view with Team Smart-Pace, tempted to eat breakfast amid

Over 700 students rolled out demonstrations from the Woods- the commotion were forced to 
of bed at 6:00 a.m. last Tuesday men Team, and the live music leave half-eaten trays of food on 
morning for the live broadcast from residence band, Burning the tables and floor, 
of ASN’s Breakfast T.V. at Hemp.
McConnell Hall. Despite the 
early hour, students were hyper 
and eager to get on the camera, 
and the demonstration of spirit 
was ear-piercing.

Residence-Life Manager 
Lynn Huzkowski was particu
larly pleased with the attendance 
of 670 students in the residence
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Hairy legs and all, students twist and shout !

Throughout the week, Break
fast Television has broadcasted 
from five different universities 
in search of the school with the
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"This is a better 
turnout than we 
had expected from 
any of the schools" 

- Scottie B.

most spirit. Less than one hun
dred sleepy-heads turned out at 
Dalhousie on Monday. The 
show also visited St.FXU, 
Mount Allison, and last year’s 
defending champs, Acadia Uni
versity.

There are going to be several 
We’ve been planning this event included Boyd. They dumped a stuffed Aitken Rangers in the 
for a while now and it’s great to bucket of mud over him. Bridges near future. The event was a resi- 
see everyone so involved.”
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community.
“I think it’s just wonderful.

i
Jones House annual mud dive
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£persuaded Boyd to jump into a dence challenge, and Aitken 

Representives from ASN were tarp filled with ice-water for House, with the highest turnout, 
impressed with UNB and the their "polar dip". will be rewarded with a pizza
excellent turnout.
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J \Beaver staff was not too im- party. 
“This is a better turnout than pressed with the aftermath of the 

we had expected from any of the event. Due to the overcrowded
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Jones House mudslingers dump all over Scottie B.
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Woodsman demonstrates chopping prowess for the camera. All photos by Bones. Harrison House Bishop screams for the mike.


